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WELCOME TO THE 6
EDITION OF THE
PLAY POLAND FILM
FESTIVAL
20TH OCTOBER - 2ND DECEMBER 2016

Since 2011, the annual Play Poland Film Festival invariably reaches British cinemas with a selection of majorly acclaimed
Polish film productions. It will be no different this year! Henceforth it befalls us naturally to take advantage of this great
opportunity to enlighten and commemorate some valuable Polish anniversaries. The 6th edition of Play Poland Film
Festival will therefore open with a screening of ‘Blind Chance’, thus participating in an ongoing international celebration of
Krzysztof Kieslowski’s Year. Our programme will also include a screening from the Wajda School and by that honouring the
90th birthday of Andrzej Wajda.
In spirit of the celebrations we are happy to announce that Andrzej Pągowski – an iconic Polish graphic designer and the
author of 2016’s poster, created a truly distinguishable work, based on the sketches by Waldemar Świerzy, Polish School of
Poster’s most prolific artist. This unique collaboration of the artist and his mentor will be exhibited in Edinburgh.
In addition to the aforementioned highlights we will also host numerous exhibitions of the Polish School of Posters,
workshops, special screenings and Q&As. Over the next one and a half months, we will organise more than 40 exciting
events in 11 cities across the UK.
With the continuous development of our extensive and dynamic programme Play Poland Film Festival is currently the most
comprehensive event promoting Polish art and cinema abroad. The responsibility of the successive growth of our festival
must be delegated to our outstandingly engaged, international audience. Remember, no film would be worth making
without anyone to see it. We look forward to seeing you at the cinema!
Do zobaczenia!
Monika Mądrzejewska
Play Poland Film Festival Director
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THE ORGANISERS
Polish Art Europe takes special pride in bringing together a number of Polish and international organisations
to collaborate with the aim of providing audiences in the United Kingdom, Northern Ireland and Canada with
the best programme of outstanding and memorable cinematic and artistic events. Through our passion and
dedication to promote Polish culture we have crafted the sixth edition of the Play Poland Film Festival.

OUR PARTNER ORGANISATIONS ARE:
- London - Play Full Ltd
- Glasgow - The Sikorski Polish Club
- Ottawa - The Young Polish Canadian Professionals Association (YPCPA)
- Belfast - AD Media House

PLAY POLAND IS ORGANISED UNDER THE
PATRONAGE OF
The Consul General of the Republic of Poland in Edinburgh, Mr Dariusz Adler; Prof. Richard Demarco, one of the
Scotland’s most influential advocates for contemporary art; Prof. Zbigniew Pełczyński, Pembroke College, Oxford
and Andrzej Pągowski, Polish artist who specialises in graphic design and poster art.

WHAT WILL BE SCREENED?
In order to deliver a unique experience, this year’s film selection exclusively offers the most recent cinematic
productions (the majority from 2015 and 2016). Films presented at Play Poland have been carefully selected for
their focus on important contemporary issues and technical innovation. Many among them have been recognised
and awarded at numerous Polish and international film festivals.
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FEATURE FILMS
BLIND CHANCE (PRZYPADEK)
dir. Krzysztof Kieślowski | 1981, premiere 1987 | Drama | 120’ | Poland
Certificate (or suggested certificate) - 15
English Subtitles
Cast: Bogusław Linda (Witek Długosz), Tadeusz Łomnicki (Werner), Zbigniew Zapasiewicz (Adam), Bogusława
Pawelec (Czuszka Olkowska), Marzena Trybała (Werka)
Poland, in the politically turbulent late 1970s: Witek is running to catch a train. From this trivial event, Krzysztof
Kieślowski imagines three different possible outcomes in the young man’s life. In the first scenario, Witek catches
the train on which he meets some hard line communists and joins the party. In the second, as Witek runs for the
train, his path is blocked by a ticket inspector; the ensuing struggle leads to his arrest and subsequent involvement
in the political underground. In the final scenario, Witek misses the train and he returns to the medical studies
that he intended to abandon. He falls in love with a fellow student, gets married and lives a quiet life as a doctor,
showing little interest in politics.

KRZYSZTOF KIEŚLOWSKI
is one of the most appreciated Polish directors, creator of “Decalogue” and the “Three Colours” trilogy. As 2016
marks the 20th anniversary of Krzysztof Kieślowski’s death, it is commemorated with a series of international
events dedicated to promote his outstanding work as a filmmaker.
The uniqueness of Kieślowski’s output, his ability to focus on man, is a constant attempt to understand his motives
and to describe the reality in which one lives. This film making style stems from the fact that after graduating
Film School in Lodz, Kieślowski began his career as a documentary filmmaker. Looking through a camera lens at
everyday human existence, he was interested in its problems, without being judgemental, making the eye of the
camera only a witness. This sensitivity was distinguishable in Kieslowski’s later feature films. His work is a dialogue
with the audience about some of the most important human motives: the desire to love, friendship and closeness.
Perhaps this is what makes his films today still being actual, versatile and constantly rediscovered.
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Worldwide success and international fame came in 1988, after the Cannes premiere of “A Short Film About
Killing”. The picture shocked and provoked a lot of discussion, aroused emotions, and consequently few months
later won the award for best European film of the year. Krzysztof Kieslowski gained recognition in Europe and is at
the moment one of the most renowned European directors of all time.
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BLINDNESS (ZAĆMA)
dir. Ryszard Bugajski | 2016 | Drama | 110’ | Poland
Certificate (or suggested certificate) - 15
English Subtitles
Cast: Maria Mamona, Małgorzata Zajączkowska, Janusz Gajos, Marek Kalita
The film shows an obscure episode from the life of a Stalinist criminal – Colonel of the Office of Public Security,
Julia Brystiger. Her nickname was “Bloody Luna” because during interrogations she tortured prisoners with
extreme cruelty. At the beginning of 1960s she appeared in Laski near Warsaw, in the Institute for the Blind, where
the Primate of Poland, Cardinal Stefan Wyszyński, was also a frequent visitor. His imprisonment in the years 19531956 was supervised by none other than Julia Brystiger herself. During the difficult and tempestuous conversation
with the Primate, Julia Brystiger rejects the communist ideology, asks for her crimes to be forgiven and for help in
finding God…
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DEMON
dir. Marcin Wrona | 2015 | Thriller, Drama | 94’ | Poland/ Israel
Certificate (or suggested certificate) - 15
English Subtitles
Cast: Itay Tiran, Tomasz Schuchardt, Andrzej Grabowski, Adam Woronowicz, Włodzimierz Press, Tomasz Ziętek,
Katarzyna Gniewkowska, Agnieszka Żulewska
A young man is a stranger visiting the hometown of his future wife. As a wedding gift from the bride’s grandfather,
he receives a piece of land where the two can build a house and raise a happy family. While preparing the land
to build the house, he finds the bones of human bodies in the ground beneath his new property. Strange things
begin to happen to change this happy couple’s life forever.
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KAMPER
dir. Łukasz Grzegorzek | 2016 | 89’ | Drama | Poland
Certificate (or suggested certificate) - 15
English Subtitles
Cast: Piotr Żurawski, Marta Nieradkiewicz, Jacek Braciak, Sheily Jimenez, Justyna Suwała, Bartek Świderski
It seems just OK. Your car is nice and your wife even nicer, and you test video games for a living.
Then something hits you right between the eyes. You stand up, ready to fight. But fight whom really?
Your wife? Her celebrity chef lover? Or your very own life made of innocent lies, tiny delusions and
jokes that have ceased to be funny? Pull yourself together, Kamper.
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STRANGE HEAVEN (OBCE NIEBO)
dir. Dariusz Gajewski | 2015 | Social, Psychological thriller, Drama | 110’ | Poland/ Sweden
Certificate (or suggested certificate) - 15
English Subtitles
Cast: Agnieszka Grochowska, Bartłomiej Topa, Ewa Fröling, Tanja Lorentzon, Gerhard Hoberstorfer
Basia and Marek are a young couple of Polish immigrants in Sweden. One innocent lie triggers a family drama;
their daughter is taken away by social services and placed with a foster family. The couple is divided by their
approach to the fight against ruthless procedures of a modern state. Finally, feeling powerless and desperate, they
decide to act beyond the law.
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THE RED SPIDER (CZERWONY PAJĄK)
dir. Marcin Koszałka | 2015 | 90’ | Poland/ Czech Republic/ Slovakia
Certificate (or suggested certificate) - 15
English Subtitles
Cast: Filip Pławiak, Adam Woronowicz, Julia Kijowska, Małgorzata Foremniak
Story inspired by true events that took place in 60’s in Cracow, in communist Poland. Karol is a teenager from
a good family. He is talented and a little bit shy. He learns well, has success in sport. Karol is like his fellows. His
parents are proud of their son. They are planning a medical career for him.
Everything changes when he accidentally witnesses a murder. He doesn’t panic or call the police… Pushed by
strange „needs” he starts to search and follows the killer. Striving to uncover the truth about the murderer.
Research slowly turns into a journey into the darkest recesses of human nature. Karol discovers this side of his
personality, which existence he wasn’t aware of or hadn’t the courage to name it. Film is devoted to reflection
about mechanisms, that occur when “the serial killer is being born”.
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SHORT FILMS

SILESIA FILM SCHOOL
KRZYSZTOF KIEŚLOWSKI RADIO AND
TELEVISION FACULTY / KATOWICE
The University of Silesia in Katowice has its origins in the Institute of Education in Katowice (Instytut Pedagogiczny
w Katowicach), which was founded in 1928. At that time the Institute was the only higher education establishment
in the Polish part of Silesia. In 1950, Higher School of Education in Katowice (Wyższa Szkoła Pedagogiczna w
Katowicach) was established. The school subsequently merged with an established in 1965 in Katowice branch of
the Jagiellonian University in Kraków. In 1968, the University of Silesia in Katowice was established in its current
form as the ninth university in Poland. In addition to its vast research activity, the University offers undergraduate
and Master’s programs, PhD studies, postgraduate and post-doctoral research, continuous education and training
programs.
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AMERICA (AMERYKA)
dir. Aleksandra Terpińska | 2015 | 30’
Once upon a time in America... Two teenagers Anka and Dzastina, play around
with their dreams about a better life. The two inseparable friends, bored with their
everyday existence, decide to hitch-hike. A meant-to-be innocent adventure
changes into an emotional game in which truth intertwines with fiction and the
sequence of consecutive events irreversibly changes mutual relations of the
characters and their perspective of existing world.

IF I ONLY WERE A SPIDER
(GDYBYM TYLKO BYŁ PAJĄKIEM)
dir. Katarzyna Warzecha, Alex Casianov, Martyna Majewska | 2015 | 18’		
In an Arcadian setting, hidden amid calcic rocks, lies a village school, the smallest
in the European Union, boasting a total of five children. Its students have a very
realistic worldview and shape their dreams accordingly. They are more like adults
than children. Only the five-year-old Christian allows himself to be swept away
by imagination, entangled in a spider web of his fantasies. Will the world accept
this fragile superhero? In this small student community certain social mechanisms
become more visible than in large educational institutions. “If I Only Were A Spider”
is a film about the norm rejecting that what is different and about the differences
fighting to stay different.

MULTIPHRENIA (MULTIFRENIA)
dir. Martyna Majewska | 2014 | 25’
“Multiphrenia” is a short movie based on the classic novel “In Search of Lost Time”
by Marcel Proust, which overturns the whole idea of adapting belles lettres. Young
artists have done it in a very progressive and graphic way. They mixed styles and
genres and used bourgeois themes in contemporary reality. Simple story about the
spoiled aristocrat Marcel falling in love with the poor saleswoman Odeta. This movie
has two recurring themes: mandarin fruit and mysterious white cow.
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THE MOMENT (CHWILA)
dir. Piotr Domalewski | 2015 | 15’
Night falls over a street of identical houses in an exclusive neighborhood. Marcin
decides to invite his neighbors over for dinner. However, as he reaches their front
door he notices something disturbing that will occupy his mind for the rest of the
evening.

WHAT I WANT (TO, CZEGO CHCĘ)
dir. Damian Kocur | 2015 | 30’
Modern-day Silesia. Ariel is a 25-year-old male whose entire life boils down to his
beloved football team and his dog. For Karolina - a twenty-year-old girl raising a
one-year-old child by herself - the career of a cheerleader in one of Silesian football
clubs is an illusory chance for a better life. When these two people meet each other
it leads to a clash of seemingly different desires, both rooted in solitude.
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O!PLA ACROSS THE BORDERS
O!PLA - THE FESTIVAL OF POLISH
ANIMATION
O!PLA - THE FESTIVAL OF POLISH ANIMATION (www.polskaanimacja.pl) is an independent cultural project,
whose fourth edition was held in 69 Polish cities between March and May this year. At O!PLA only the audience
- from every participating city- decides about the winner! O!PLA ACROSS THE BORDERS is a “cross-section
program” guided by the whole contemporary Polish animation for audience in age 16+. O!PLA ACROSS THE
BORDERS includes films with big budget/made in professional studios, fully independent animations, animations
made in film schools (graduation films), animated music videos, “animated epigrams” (very short movies) and
“FORMANIMA” (experimental abstract animations). From the very beginning, the main aim of O!PLA’s has been to
(re)build relations between audience and artists, and showcase the art of animations - not only in Poland ‘s cities
and towns, but also in the rest of the world. Previous edition of O!PLA ACROSS THE BORDERS was presented
across Poland and all around the world. The initiator and main organizer of O!PLA is Animation Across Borders
(Piotr Kardas, Director/Artistic Director).

COLLECTOR (KOLEKCJONER)
dir. Kamila & Mirek Sosnowscy | 2015 | 7’09”
“Collector” is an animated, symbolic, journey through the magic library of Oskar
Kolberg. Kolberg was the first to collect and systematise Polish folk culture by
region. His work “The people, its customs, way of life, language, legends, proverbs,
rituals, witchcraft, games, songs, music and dances” consists of 33 volumes
published during his lifetime, and the same amount left in the notes.
O!PLA’15 AWARD: 2ndAward (“Silver Sack”) in the category “fully independent”.
Technique: stop motion. Dialogues: NO.
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DON’T LOSE YOUR HEAD 		
(NIE TRAĆ GŁOWY)
dir. Karolina Specht | 2015 | PWSFTviT Łódź | 4’
A visual story about how easy it is to lose one’s head. O!PLA’16 AWARD: 1st Award
(“Golden Sack”) in the category “FORMANIMA”. Technique: CGI. Dialogues: NO.

GLI.TCH
dir. Mikołaj Sęczawa | 2014 | Academy of Fine Arts in Lodz | 3’34”
“Short-term disruption” in the world of a corpo-callow bird change his life forever...
Special Mention at O!PLA 2016. Technique: puppet/mixed. Dialogues: NO.

HEY, HO AND THE UNEXPECTED
ADVENTURE (HEY, HO I
NIESPODZIEWANA PRZYGODA)
dir. Maciej Żuk / Kamil Wójcik | 2015 | 1’09”
A short story about two inhabitants of the mural. Bored with the monotony of
everyday life they decide to go on a trip through the streets of Wroclaw. O!PLA’16
AWARD: 2nd Award (“Silver Sack”) in the category “animated epigrams”. Technique:
mixed. Dialogues: YES (Polish with English subtitles).

I AM
dir. Magdalena Pilecka | 2014 | 00’05”
One second micro film sandwiched between a title card and end slate. Prize for the
Best Supper short animated film at Golden Kuker 2015 and Special Mention at O!PLA
2016. Technique: CGI. Dialogues: NO.
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I AM THE THIEF 					
(JA JESTEM ZŁODZIEJ)
dir. Maciej Przemysław Bednarek | 2015 | 5’22”
Claymation music video for Polish duo ELEKTRONIKT. O!PLA’16 AWARD: 3rd Award
(“Brown Sack”) in the category “animated music video”. Technique: stop motion.
Dialogues: YES (Polish with English subtitles).

JEW’S HARP (DRUMLA)
dir. Tomasz Pawlak | 2015 | 12’29”
Janko, an amateur of playing on Jew’s harp and rapid cycling, dreams of inventing
a cure for everything. O!PLA’15 AWARD: 3rd Award (“Brown Sack”) in the category
“fully independent”. Technique: cut-out 2D. Dialogues: NO.

LIFE (ŻYCIE)
dir. Michał Rychławski | 2015 | 1’34”
From birth to death in less than 2 minutes. O!PLA’16 AWARD: 1st Award (“Golden
Sack”). Technique: CGI. Dialogues: NO.

MAGIC FOREST (MAGICZNY LAS)
dir. Artur Marcol | 2016 | Panoptiqm Studio | 3’45”
Magic Forest serves us a story about a friendship put to the test; fellow feelings
which last only until problems arise. O!PLA’16 AWARD: 3rd Award (“Brown Sack”)
in the category “film made in professional studio”. Technique: 3D. Dialogues: YES
(English).
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MOSAIC, THE WALTZ OF SPLEEN
(MOZAIKA, WALC ŚLEDZIONY)
dir. Andrea Guizar | 2015 | PWSFTviT Łódź | 4’25”
A tragic comedy where visceral and sublime sentiments meet in the very same
place. O!PLA’15 AWARD: 3rd Award (“Brown Sack”) in the category FORMANIMA.
Technique: paint on celluloid and glass. Dialogues: NO.

SCULPTURE OF THE DAY (RZEŹBA
DNIA)
dir. Monika Kuczyniecka | PWSFTviT ŁÓDŹ | 2015 | 3’31”
Claymation music video for Polish artist Renata Przemyk. O!PLA’15 AWARD: 1st
Award (“Golden Sack”) in the category “animated music video”. Technique: stop
motion. Dialogues: YES (Polish with English subtitles).

SEVEN (SIEDEM)
dir. Kamila & Mirek Sosnowscy | 2015 | 6’23”
Dark music video for Polish band Same Suki. Special Mention at O!PLA 2016.
Technique: stop motion. Dialogues: YES (Polish with English subtitles).
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SURVIVE IN THE BIAŁOWIEŻA
FOREST (PRZETRWAĆ W
PUSZCZY BIAŁOWIESKIEJ)
dir. Michał Rychławski | 2015 | 2’29”
Two old friends decided to get lost in the Białowieża Forest, Poland. Without cell phones
and no connection with the outside world, they embark on an adventure and plan to
survive in the forest. O!PLA’15 AWARD: 1st Award (“Golden Sack”) in the category “fully
independent”. Technique: drawn 2D. Dialogues: YES (Polish with English subtitles).

SWEETS (CUKIERKI)
dir. Mai Tran | 2014 | 3’26”
Music video for Polish band ROBODROM. O!PLA’16 AWARD: 2nd Award (“Silver
Sack”) in the category “animated music video”. Technique: CGI. Dialogues: YES
(Polish with English subtitles).

THAT DAMN SUNDAY 			
(TA CHOLERNA NIEDZIELA)
dir. Przemek Kotyński | 2014 | Studio Produkcyjne ORKA | 16’09”
Maintained in the convention of film noir a story about a crime, love and a secret,
set in 1930s’ Lublin - Eastern Poland. O!PLA’16 AWARD: 2nd Award (“Silver Sack”) in
the category “film made in professional studio”. Technique: 3D / 2D. Dialogues: YES
(Polish with English subtitles).
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THE ART OF FLYING 			
(SZTUKA LATANIA)
dir. Anna Nowicka | 2014 | Polish-Japanese Academy of Information Technology
in Warsaw | 0’48”
A small fly is trying to get recognition of the jury... Special Mention at O!PLA 2016.
Technique: CGI. Dialogues: NO.

WHADDUP FISH!
dir. Tomasz Pilarski | 2015 | University of Arts in Poznań (UAP) | 1’14”
“Whaddup Fish!” is a short animation about a scientist who is looking for
extraordinary species deep under the ocean surface. O!PLA’16 AWARD: 3rd
Award (“Brown Sack”) in the category “animated epigrams”. Technique: drawn 2D.
Dialogues: NO.

WOOLEN COGWHEELS
(DRUCIANE OPRAWKI)
dir. Bartosz Kędzierski | 2014 | Studio KINESKOP | 14’
This puppet animation by Bartosz Kędzierski is a moving story of loneliness, longing
and human attachment. O!PLA’16 AWARD: 1st Award (“Golden Sack”) in the category
“film made in professional studio”. Technique: stop motion. Dialogues: NO.

YESTERDAY’S RECORD 		
(ZAPIS Z WCZORAJ)
dir. Michał Soja | 2015 | Academy of Fine Arts in Crakow | 5’
“The Yesterday’s record” is an analysis of the perception of a disordered reality and
attempts to translate the memory into another form. O!PLA’16 AWARD: 2nd Award
(“Silver Sack”) in the category “FORMANIMA”. Technique: drawing. Dialogues: YES
(Polish with English subtitles).
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MUNK STUDIO
Munk studio, which operates within the structure of the Polish Filmmakers Association, produces short and fulllength debut films. Young artists who are seeking to make their first film can depend on Munk Studio for support
and guidance during the entire process, from the development of their project, throughout its production under
fully professional conditions, to the widest possible promotion of the finished product. Debut shorts can be made
with the Munk Studio under the auspices of three programmes: “Thirty minutes”, “First Documentary” and “Young
animation”.
The Munk Studio was funded in 2008 by Polish Filmmakers Association and operates in collaboration with the
Polish Film Institute, the Ministry of Culture and National Heritage and Polish National Broadcaster (Telewizja
Polska S.A.).

MUNK I SCREENING
A DAUGHTER (CÓRKA)
dir. Tomasz Wolski | 2015 | 24’
The story of a mother and a daughter. They have not been in touch for many years.
One day, the younger woman’s daughter fails to return home from school on her
birthday. Despite the tension between them, the two women decide to set out to
look for her. The crisis forces them to spend several hours of the night cooped up
in a car together, bringing long-concealed emotions to light and triggering a soulsearching conversation about their relationship.

MOLOCH
dir. Szymon Kapeniak | 2015 | 33’
Roma, Stach and Chudy work illegally in the grounds of a declining steelworks.
Roma is in the throes of a burning romance and decides to leave the job, treating his
new feelings as an excuse for changing his life. His friends aim to dissuade him. After
a long day at work, they visit his significant other and one of the many versions of
the tale of Cain and Abel unfolds…
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THE POOL (BASEN)
dir. Krzysztof Pawłowski | 2015 | 34’
Karol has a whole heap of troubles. Concerned for her high-risk pregnancy, his wife
has cast him out of the marital bedroom and relegated him to a narrow camp bed. At
work, more and more youthful faces keep on appearing, all of them aiming to take
over his job. His new neighbours make their obtrusive presence felt. Luckily, Karol
still has a refuge, a sanctuary... the municipal swimming pool.

MUNK II SCREENING
A GOOD DAY (DOBRY DZIEŃ)
dir. Filip Grudziel | 2015 | 6’
“A Good Day” is an endeavour to show the turbulent nature of the creative process
and to explain the extraordinariness of the experiences assailing the author and the
diversity of the events leading up to the longed-for moment of fulfilment.

CIRCUS MAXIMUS
dir. Bartek Kulas | 2015 | 34’
The story of a circus in decline and on the brink of collapse. The Director is gradually
losing his grip on reality. Marianna, a teenager taken in by the circus as a child,
comes to the rescue.

CREATURES (KREATURY)
dir. Tessa Moult-Milewska | 2015 | 10’
A grotesque love story and the rough form of cut-out animation, inspired by the
works of Roald Dahl, Lotte Reiniger and Edward Gorey. The short takes us into an
unpredictable and eclectic world of dark imaginings and poses a question: who are
the Creatures?
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DIGGING TO HEAVEN
(PODKOP DO NIEBA)
dir. Maciej Lorenc | 2014 | 7’
A humorous tale of a mole who wants to dig a tunnel through to heaven. A fiveminute story told by a digitally animated pencil offers a sprinkling of a fairy-tale, a
soupçon of the absurd and a satiric take on reality.

THE CREATURE (STWÓR)
dir. Aleksandra Gowin, Ireneusz Grzyb | 2015 | 23’
Agnieszka has just lost her mother, forcing her to take a detached look at who she
is. Her family takes part in a mystic journey which becomes a way for Agnieszka to
rediscover herself.
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WAJDA STUDIO
Wajda Studio has over 10 years. Studio was founded in Warsaw by Andrzej Wajda and Wojciech Marczewski.
Studio’s creative method is based on group working and co-operation of different generations. Wajda Studio
offers a unique combination of production and education for film professionals.

OUT OF THE BLUE (BUDZIK)
dir. Piotr Małecki | 2015 | 33’
Cyprian, Filip, Ola and Kuba – four among fifteen young patients who are in a longterm coma. Their parents are determined to help them and bring them back to life.
The film presents an unusual story of people, who are not giving up in the face of
tragedy. Filled with hope, they and fight for the health of their children at the “Alarm
Clock” clinic near Warsaw.

FOOTBALL BROTHERS
(TRAMPKARZE)
dir. Marcin Filipowicz | 2015 | 28’
The film follows the lives of two brothers : 14 year-old Mateusz and 13-year-old
Łukasz, who live in a small mountain village in southern Poland. Like many boys
their age they have a dream - they want to become great football players. The
documentary presents the first and the toughest stage in their life that may lead them
to make their life-long dream come true. The film is also a story of their father, who
must prepare his sons to leave the family home and face the world on their own.

THE ISLAND (WYSPA)
dir. Natalia Krasilnikova | 2015 | 18’
Mykola Golowan, an old sculptor from the Ukrainian town of Lutsk, has been
building his unique house for over 30 years now. The place has become a tourist
attraction. The film tells a story about the everyday life of a person who does what
he loves, does not pay attention to popularity or seeks acclaim. It is a story about the
harmony of solitude.
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THE END OF THE WORLD
(KONIEC ŚWIATA)
dir. Monika Pawluczuk | 2015 | 40’
In a big city, many people are joined in one need: troubled by loneliness, they want
to talk to someone. Some among them call an emergency number 112, even if it is
not really necessary: others call the radio. This time the subject of the broadcast is
the end of the world predicted by the Mayan calendar. The speaker asks the listeners
what it actually means to each one of them. In response they talk about things that
are tragic and painful, and sometimes small and funny. Their need to be heard, to
communicate and to share their experience with others is evident and moving. The
radio links this night’s events and binds the elements of the film together.
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LODZ FILM SCHOOL
The Polish National Film, Television and Theatre School in Lodz was founded in 1948 and has become one of the
world’s most prestigious film schools. The school owes its popularity to its internationally acclaimed graduates
such as Roman Polański, Andrzej Wajda or Krzysztof Kieślowski, its creative style which focuses on practical
aspects in the fields of film directing, cinematography, production management, acting, scriptwriting, animation,
film and TV production, photography, film editing, TV realisation and digital media.
Each year the school produces around 150 short films: fiction, documentary, animation and cinematographers’
films. It is the only film school in Poland which has film and television production facilities, including film & TV
studios, 35 mm and HD cameras, lighting equipment, post-production line, screening rooms and a theatre.

BLACK HOLE (CZARNA DZIURA)
dir. Urszula Piętka | 2015 | 18’
The film, set in the atmosphere of magical realism, tells a story of a Polish family.
Oneiric mood and symbolism intertwine with the life of films characters.

CONQUERORS OF THE
TRIANGLE SPACE 					
(ZDOBYWCY TRÓJKĄTNEGO
KOSMOSU)
dir. Alicja Błaszczyńska | 2015 | 6’30”
Two triangular creatures are trapped on a platform. When a strange voice from the
space explains to them how to get out, the creatures involve themselves in a game
which is not as easy as the instructions they have been given. “Conquerors of the
Triangle Space” is a short film about reaching your goals but also experiencing the
bitterness of rivalry and ambition.
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FABIO’S VIDEOS
dir. Kamil Krukowski | 2014 | 17’30”
Story of Fabio - a fan of the 80’s cinema on VHS. Fabio also produces his own film
projects.

HANGOVER (KAC)
dir. Maciej Buchwald | 2015 | 16’35”
What is hangover for? The worker of Municipal Alcohol Recovery Centre loses the
purpose of his job...

SHUJAYYA
dir. Mahommed Almughanni | 2015 | 20’
Documentary story about life of Wael and Isra Alnamla’s war-crippled family living in
the Gaza Strip.

THE KID (SZCZENIAK)
dir. Maciej Buchwald | 2015 | 16’35”
Adolescence is the worst period in human life. This year, Janek is about to graduate
with a high school diploma. However, there is a problem with mathematics, a
nuisance of his life. In addition, we feel the pressures from his family who wants
his best. There is also a classmate, who wants to gain Janek’s attention. The boy,
however, hides a secret that only he and his maths teacher know.
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T-MOBILE NEW HORIZONS INTERNATIONAL
FILM FESTIVAL
T-Mobile New Horizons International Film Festival, est. 2001, is the biggest film festival in Poland and it is regarded
as one of the most important film events in Central Europe. The festival presents uncompromising, innovative and
original cinema from all over the world that explores new horizons in film language, expression and storytelling.
The festival has 4 competitive sections and is accredited by FIPRESCI and by FIAPF as a Competitive Specialized
Feature Film Festival. New Horizons has a strong focus on music and contemporary art and organizes live music
concerts every evening and art installations and performances throughout the city.

GRANDMA’S DAY (DZIEŃ BABCI)
dir. Miłosz Sakowski | 2015 | 30’
Tomek is working a ‘grandparent scam’. Everything’s going fine until an elderly
woman suddenly exposes him and locks him in her apartment. She proposes a deal:
he’ll get the money if he pretends to be her grandson when a social worker comes
to visit…

SNAILS (ŚLIMAKI)
dir. Grzegorz Szczepaniak| 2015 | 29’
Andrzej decides to open a snail farm together with his friend. Despite the lack of
experience, he believes in the success of the enterprise. Grzegorz Skalmowski from
Pasłęk comes to the rescue; he is the Polish snail guru called ‘the Snail King’ and
gives valuable advice. Preparations for the farm opening are in progress. During
breaks at work, the men talk about life and death, love and friendship, which
becomes the essence of the film and the snail grows to the proportion of the symbol
of revival and eternal life.
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SPECIAL SCREENING
The main purpose of Play Poland Film Festival is to promote Polish cinematography and art abroad. Thus, a part
of the selection of PPFF special screenings focuses on young, talented filmmakers living outside Poland. This year
Joanna Zielińska has been invited to present a part of The Sarajevo MindMap - an interdisciplinary project about
memory and the urban space of Sarajevo. It aims to reinforce the cultural, historical and social importance of the
city in the context of Europe, and also to encourage citizens’ participation in its life and positive reflection on the
local environment. The idea is to place Sarajevo in European memory practices.

SARAJEVO - FEMME FATALE
dir. Joanna Zielińska | 2016 | Documentary | 22’ | Poland/ Bosnia and Hercegovina
Certificate (or suggested certificate) - 15
English Subtitles
Cast: Sejda Hujdur, Nataša Gaon-Grujić, Indira Buljubašić, Tihana Majstorović, Sara Ristić, Indira Buljubašić, Amra
Pandžo
“Sarajevo - Femme Fatale” is a poetic picture of the city drawn with words and dance. Film depicts the silhouettes
of six women, aged from 17 to 65. Their stories become deeper reflection on the city’s past, present condition and
future. Their voice interweaves with dancing refrains.
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ANIMATIONS FOR CHILDREN
NATIONAL FILM ARCHIVE & MINIATURE FILM
STUDIO
The National Film Archive (Filmoteka Narodowa) in Warsaw is a state cultural institution whose purpose is the
protection of the national cultural heritage in cinematography and dissemination of film culture. The collections
of films and archive materials in the National Film Archive are among the largest in Europe. Thanks to the work of
film archivists and cooperation with foreign state film archives Filmoteka Narodowa managed to restore the most
culturally valuable collection of films – about 75% of the Polish feature films from the period 1930-1939.
Studio Miniatur Filmowych was founded in 1958 in Warsaw. It was one of the five animation studios operating in
the Polish People’s Republic and today it still is one of the most important film studios in Poland. This is where the
Polish cult kids bedtime stories (“Wieczorynki”) such as “Checkered Dog” or “Inventive Dobromir” was created.

KATIE AND BARBRA - DELICIOUS
CAKES
dir. Alina Maliszewska | 1980 | 10’
A story about two girls, who are going through various situations of everyday life.
In this episode girls goal is to eat delicious cakes which turns out not to be all that
easy...

RED AND BLACK
dir. Witold Giersz | 1963 | 6’
Struggle between a bullfighter and a bull turn into rivalry of two colours: red and
black. The story is not just visually beautiful and well animated, but what is a very
rare in Polish animation, extremely light and humorous.
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THE INVENTIVE DOBROMIR PRINTED FLOWERS
dir. Roman Huszczo | 1974 | 10’
It is an animation series for kids about very intelligent and clever boy, who
lives with his grandpa and little starling bird. Dobromir thanks to his brilliant
ingenuity uses his unlimited imagination to invent numerous devices to
accelerate the work.

THE ADVENTURES OF
MATOŁEK, THE BILLY - GOAT –
PIRATES
dir. Piotr Lutczyn | 1971 | 9’
A goat travel around the world to find Pacanów, a town where according
to rumours, they make goat shoes. During his travels, he visits many places
across the globe experiencing many dramatic and funny adventures.

THE DOG, THE CAT AND...
EP. TV; FISHES
dir. Roman Huszczo | 1972 | 8’
dir. Alina Maliszewska | 1972 | 9’
A series about a cat and a dog, who live in the same house. Animals
continuously have problems with each other. New objects often cause their
conflicts, but the animals always find a way of coming out of the disharmony
together.
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THE ENCHANTED PENCIL - 			
IN THE SHADOW OF A PINE
dir. Zbigniew Czernelecki | 1966 | 10’
A little fawn has been trapped by a poacher. Peter hurries to her rescue, liberates
the fawn and chases the poacher away. The cartoon was produced by SE-MA-FOR.
There were 39 episodes total.

THE ENCHANTED PENCIL OCTOPUS’S TENTACLES
dir. Ludwik Kronic | 1974 | 9’
Sailing to rescue a castaway, Peter’s boat hits a rock and gets damaged. With the
help of his enchanted pencil, the boy starts to repair the damage when suddenly a
small octopus snatches the pencil away. After a long underwater pursuit, the boy
managse to recover his magic pencil.

THE ENCHANTED PENCIL - 		
THE PURSUIT
dir. Andrzej Piliczewski | 1961 | 11’
Bank robbers attempt to steal the magic pencil from Peter and use its power to
break into a bank. A little dog helps Peter to recover his pencil while thieves are
justly punished.
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EXHIBITIONS
WALDEMAR ŚWIERZY
Waldemar Świerzy was a co-founder of the Polish School of Posters. Świerzy has created around 2500 of posters
for exhibitions and concerts. He gained international fame and recognition for his intriguing movie posters.
Recalling his works such as “Apocalypse Now”, it is easy to understand their artistic value and Świerzy’s genius. His
style was easily recognisable and quickly identifiable due to the usage of the elements of painting influenced by
pop-art and comics.
Świerzy was a professor of poster design at the Academies of Fine Arts in Poznań and Warsaw. He received
many awards for his artistic work and had individual exhibitions in a number of countries. Today his work can be
admired in the Museum of Modern Art (MoMA) in New York, the Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam, Staatliche Musseen
in Berlin, the Hermitage in St. Petersburg, Institute of Contemporary Art in London and Musee de la Publicite
in Paris. Martin Scorsese, a great promoter of Polish cinema, speaking of his favourite artists, he has repeatedly
invoked the name of Waldemar Świerzy, confirming the artist’s vital role in Polish cinema success abroad.
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ANDRZEJ PĄGOWSKI
Andrzej Pągowski is an iconic Polish graphic designer and the honorary patron of the Play Poland Film Festival.
Born in Warsaw, Pągowski graduated from the State Academy of Fine Arts in Poznań. He is not only a renowned
author of countless film posters, music album covers, and graphic designs for cultural events, but also a
painter. Through his work, Pągowski continues the heritage and tradition of the Polish School of Posters.
In addition to designing posters, Pągowski is celebrated for his satirical drawings. For years, he served as the
artistic director of the Polish edition of Playboy and cooperated with numerous magazines, such as Fashion and
Brief.
Pągowski frequently spoke about the influence that Waldemar Świerzy, his teacher, friend and source of
inspiration, had on his art. They shared a form of expression and symbolism that contributed to the success and
popularity of his many creations. Pągowski is the author of the 2016 Play Poland Film Festival poster, and based
his work on sketches made by the late Waldemar Świerzy. The outcome of this unique collaboration will be on
display during the PPFF exhibition in Edinburgh. The exhibition is not only a tribute to the deceased artist, but also
testimony of friendship between these two great creators.
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EDINBURGH
20TH OCTOBER - 19TH NOVEMBER
Filmhouse Cinema - 88 Lothian Road, Edinburgh, EH3 9BZ
Screen Academy Scotland – 2A Merchiston Avenue, Edinburgh, EH10 4NU
St Margaret’s House, room G5 - 151 London Road, Edinburgh, EH7 6AE
Carrickvale Community Centre – 2 Saughton Mains St, Edinburgh, EH11 3RQ
No Boundaries School - St Margaret’s Academy, Howden South Road, Livingston, EH54 6AT
No Boundaries School - Leith Academy 20 Academy Park, Edinburgh, Midlothian, EH6 8JQ
Frederic Chopin Polish Centre - 11 John’s Pl, Edinburgh EH6 7EP
The Mash House - 37 Guthrie St, Edinburgh EH1 1JQ

DATE

EVENT

VENUE

TIME

TICKET

Thu 20 Oct

“Blind Chance” by Krzysztof
Kieślowski*

Filmhouse Cinema

5:50 pm

£10.00 full, £8.00
conc

Fri 21 Oct –
Thu 10 Nov

Masters of the Polish Schools of
Posters: Waldemar Świerzy - Exhibition

Filmhouse Cafe Bar –
Corridor

10:00am 11:30 pm

Free

Tue 25 Oct

“O!PLA Across the Borders” –
animations**

Filmhouse Cinema

8:45 pm

£10.00 full, £8.00
conc

Wed 26 Oct

“Lodz Film School” - Special Screening

Screen Academy Scotland

6:00 pm

Free

Thu 27 Oct

“Kamper” by Łukasz Grzegorzek*

Filmhouse Cinema

5:55 pm

£10.00 full, £8.00
conc

Tue 1 Nov

“The Red Spider” by Marcin Koszałka*

Filmhouse Cinema

8:45 pm

£10.00 full, £8.00
conc

0 Oct
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Thu 3 Nov

“Strange Heaven” by Dariusz Gajewski
followed by Q&A *

Filmhouse Cinema

5:50 pm

£10.00 full, £8.00
conc

Fri 4 Nov

New Horizons” + “Sarajevo: Femme
Fatale” - Special Screening

Screen Academy Scotland

6:00 pm

Free

Fri 4 Nov

Polish Animations for Children

Frederic Chopin Polish
Centre

11:00am***

Free

Sat 5 Nov

Polish Animations for Children

No Boundaries School,
Leith Academy

11:00am***

Free

Tue 8 Nov

“Demon” by Marcin Wrona

Filmhouse Cinema

8:50 pm

£10.00 full, £8.00
conc

Thu 10 Nov

“Blindness” by Ryszard Bugajski*

Filmhouse Cinema

6:00 pm

£10.00 full, £8.00
conc

Sat 12 Nov

“Silesia Film School” Special Screening

St Margaret’s House:
room G5

4:00 pm

Free

Thu 17 Nov

“Munk Studio: MUNK I” - Special
Screening

Carrickvale Community
Centre

1:00 pm

Free

Thu 17 Nov

“A Strong Man” accompanied by Suna
Path Live - Special Screening

The Mash House

7:00 pm

£5

Thu 17 Nov

PPFF & Artesfera Collectiv present:
Closing Night Party

The Mash House

9:00 pm

£5 ****

Sat 19 Nov

Workshop: Short Film Making

TBA at
www.playpoland.org.uk

TBA

£10

LIVINGSTON - No
Boundaries School, St
Margaret’s Academy

11:00am***

Free

OUTSIDE EDINBURGH FILM SCREENINGS
Sat 5 Nov

Polish Animations for Children

* Film will be preceded by an introduction by: *Dr Małgorzata Bugaj, ** Jared Taylor
*** Not open to the Public
**** Free for 7pm film screening ticket holders				
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LONDON
18TH -26TH- NOVEMBER
Picturehouse Central - Corner of Shaftesbury Avenue and Great Windmill Street, Piccadilly, London, W1D 7DH
Clapham Picturehouse; Art Dept Clapham Picturehouse - 76 Venn St, London, SW4 0AT
Hackney Picturehouse - 270 Mare Street, London, E8 1HE
Ritzy Picturehouse - Coldharbour Lane, London, SW12 1JG

DATE

EVENT

VENUE

TIME

TICKET

Fri 18 Nov

“Blindness” by Ryszard Bugajski

Picturehouse Central

7:00 pm

TBC

Fri 18 Nov –
Sat 31 Dec

Polish School of Posters –
Exhibition

Clapham Picturehouse
Art Dept

12:00 am 10:00 pm

Free

Sat 19 Nov

All you need to know about Polish
Shorts Vol.1

Upstairs at the Ritzy

3:30 pm

Free

Sun 20 Nov

Animation for Children

Clapham Picturehouse

10:30 am:
activities
11:00 am:
screening

Free

Tue 22 Nov

“Strange Heaven” by Dariusz
Gajewski

Clapham Picturehouse

6:45 pm

£7.50 full, £7.50
conc,
£5.50 member

Tue 22 Nov

Ede Kay - acoustic concert

Clapham Picturehouse
Art Dept

9:00 pm

Free

Wed 23 Nov

All you need to know about Polish
Shorts Vol. 2

Clapham Picturehouse

7:00 pm

Free
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Thu 24 Nov

"Demon" by Marcin Wrona

Hackney Picturehouse

6:45 pm

£12.50 full,
£11.50 conc,
£10.50 member

Sat 26 Nov

“The Red Spider” by Marcin
Koszałka

Clapham Picturehouse

6:30 pm

£13.50 full,
£12.50 conc,
£11.50 member

Sat 26 Nov

Closing Night Party: Disco, Funk
and Jazz from Eastern Europe Lanquidity Records and Friends

Clapham Picturehouse
Art Dept

9:00 pm

Free ee

ABERDEEN
31ST OCTOBER -14TH NOVEMBER
Belmont Filmhouse - 49 Belmont Street, Aberdeen, AB10 1JS

DATE

EVENT

VENUE

TIME

TICKET

Mon 31 Oct

“Demon” by Marcin Wrona

Belmont Filmhouse

6:05 pm

£10.00 full,
£8.00 conc

Mon 7 Nov

“The Red Spider” by Marcin
Koszałka

Belmont Filmhouse

6:05 pm

£10.00 full,
£8.00 conc

Mon 14 Nov

“Blind Chance” by Krzysztof
Kieślowski

Belmont Filmhouse

5:50 pm

£10.00 full,
£8.00 conc
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GLASGOW
21ST OCTOBER - 5TH NOVEMBER
Sikorski Polish Club - 4/5 Parkgrove Terrace, Glasgow, G3 7SD
Polish School in Glasgow - 111 Baltic Street, Glasgow, G40 3BA
The Old Hairdresser’s - 27 Renfield Lane, Glasgow, G2 6PH
Szkoła Języka Polskiego i Kultury - St. Bernadette’s Primary School, Vickers Street, Motherwell, ML1 3RE

DATE

EVENT

VENUE

TIME

TICKET

Fri 21 Oct

“Wajda School” - Special Screening

Sikorski Polish Club

7:00 pm

Free

Sun 23 Oct –
3Nov

The Highlights of the Polish School of
Posters – Exhibition

The Old Hairdresser’s

7:00 pm

Free

Wed 26 Oct

“Lodz Film School” - Special Screening
followed by Q&A

The Old Hairdresser’s

6:00 pm

Free

Fri 28 Oct

“Munk Studio: MUNK II” - Special
Screening

Sikorski Polish Club

7:00 pm

Free

Fri 4 Nov

“New Horizons” + “Sarajevo: Femme
Fatale” - Special Screening

Sikorski Polish Club

7:00 pm

Free

Sat 5 Nov

Polish Animation for Children
Polish School in Glasgow

Polish School in
Glasgow

11:00am***

Free

OUTSIDE GLASGOW FILM SCREENINGS
Sat 5 Nov

Polish Animations for Children

*** Not open to the Public				

MOTHERWELL – Szkoła Języka Polskiego I Kultury

11:00am***

Free
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LEICESTER
15TH NOVEMBER
The Exchange - 50 Rutland Street, Cultural Quater, Leicester, LE1 1RD

DATE

EVENT

VENUE

TIME

TICKET

Tue 15 Nov

“Wajda School” - Special
Screening

The Exchange

7:00 pm

Free
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BELFAST
22ND OCTOBER - 4TH NOVEMBER
Strand Arts Centre - 152-154 Hollywood Road, Belfast, BT4 1 NY
Nerve Centre - 7-8 Magazine Street, Londonderry BT48 6HJ
Polish Saturday School in Belfast - 514 Ravenhill Road, Belfast, BT0 6BW

DATE

EVENT

VENUE

TIME

TICKET

Sat 22 Oct

“Strange Heaven” by Dariusz Gajewski

Strand Arts Centre

6:00 pm

£4

Sat 22 Oct

Polish Animations For Children

Polish Saturday School
Belfast

11:00am***

Free

Sun 23 Oct

“Silesia Film School” - Special
Screening

Strand Arts Centre

4:00 pm

Free

OUTSIDE BELFAST FILM SCREENINGS
Sat 22 Oct

Polish Animations For Children

LONDONDERRY / DERRY,
PORTADOWN, BANGOR Polish Schools

11:00
am***

Free

Fri 4 Nov

“Munk Studio: MUNK II” - Special Screening

LONDONDERRY / DERRY Nerve Centre

6:30 pm

Free

*** Not Open to the Public				

Find your
favourite
new film
KLINIKA MEDYCYNY SPORTOWEJ
ORTOPEDII I FIZJOTERAPII
DOROSŁYCH I DZIECI
REJESTRACJA : 0783 142 1000

Up-to-the-minute reviews,
previews, interviews and more
www.theskinny.co.uk
/theskinnymag
@theskinnymag
@theskinnymag

clinic@platiniumclinic.com
www.platiniumclinic.com
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Nie dla wszystkich.
Dla Ciebie.

emito.net
UK's Polish Community Online
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